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In years past, core system customer experience meant one thing: the credit union employee’s interaction with the software. Today, core
processors must concern themselves with both the employee’s experience and the member’s via online and mobile solutions. 

To the first, rather than focus on how employees interact with the system, a greater focus should be placed on the interaction between credit
union and core provider—the core provider should work towards complete transparency and treat the CU and their staff as insiders of their
technology provider. Data processers can achieve this through robust documentation, open communication, and including the CU in the
design of new solutions. The user experience is not just how the tech makes them feel when they are using it; it’s bigger than that. It’s about
making them part of the invention and solution building process, and actually walking the talk. 

When it comes to a retail customer using tools, the tech might not be as important as the approach of the credit union when it comes to pro-
viding services to their members. Members don’t want to do the job of a credit union employee, they want to get to what they want as quick-
ly as possible whatever the solution looks like. So we help the CU start with the member in mind, then work backwards to meet the needs of
the credit union with respect to regulation and operational efficiency. The member experience is about working with the CU to understand
what job the member is “hiring” the technology to do more than it is about designing the tech to do what the CU might need it to do. 

All the same, ease-of-use from an end-user perspective is a prime component of a core system, so how is this addressed? At CU*Answers,
we are starting by redesigning the idea of a member contact center—moving from across-the-counter solutions to virtual stores and service
centers. And this applies to both how the core provider interacts with the CU and how the CU interacts with the member. 

Make it easier for the member to get the services they need from the credit union via digital channels. For us, that means quick fulfillment
and do-business-anywhere models via tools like remote signature, secure document storage, membership application and opening process-
es, and mobile app stores within online banking. Then making it easier for the credit union to provide these tools by introducing our own
retail centers for credit unions: the Internet Retailer Support Center, a one-stop shop for our online and mobile solutions, and coming soon
the Developer’s Help Desk, where credit unions with a builder’s soul can work with CU*Answers to develop their own solutions. 

I was told recently that the core is more important than ever to remain competitive, but that depends entirely on how you view the core. Old
school core models concern themselves with transaction processing, heads down employee work, and data center management, and all
else should be attained via other means—this vision of the core is in a losing battle. 

The successful core processers see what’s necessary for today’s credit union to succeed and continue to invest in those new core compe-
tencies and the invention of new solutions. In today’s environment that means online and mobile retailing and data insight. Tomorrow it will
mean something different. More than ever core processing is about recognizing what credit unions need to be successful and providing a
means for attaining those solutions so credit unions can transition their investments to match the transitioning market. 

At CU*Answers we are moving from core processing data management to data warehousing and analytics so CUs can blend their data
sources, design factories for insight on what to do next, and create lead generation models that put people at the CU to work by finding
members who need things rather than waiting for them to ask. We own the products, our owners control the price. We drive access to solu-
tions, our owners turn on those solutions for their members. And we specialize on finding the shared resources to execute, so our owners
are not left out in the cold. Cooperatives give their owners and participants an edge—it is our model that drives technological competitive
advantages. It’s built into our DNA.


